
It didn’t take long for Tracy Barkhimer to realize Matt Hayes had an idea that could disrupt the 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) industry. Barkhimer, a 26-year U.S. Navy veteran who 
provides defense acquisition strategy consulting services to clients that want to do business with 
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), believes Hayes’ hybrid gas and electric generator 
powered propulsion system will increase by eight to ten times the normal flight time of 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). 
 
Hayes’ company, Unmanned Propulsion Development (UPD) builds lightweight generators to 
replace batteries on drones, allowing for significantly longer flight times. Small (55 pounds or 
less) vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) UAS can only fly for 30 to 40 minutes using batteries. 
Last December, UPD’s test quadcopter flew for 2.7 hours and landed with almost 4 hours of fuel 
left. It was long enough to unofficially break the Guinness World Record for FAA Part 107 
UAVs. Barkhimer sees the potential and offered her program management expertise on a pro 
bono basis to help Hayes launch his business.  
 
Now they are taking their product to Southern Maryland’s annual Crab Pot pitch competition on 
Oct. 29, as one of five finalists competing for $3,500 and a bushel of crabs. Runner-up receives 
$1,000. They are hoping to earn the money to make some adjustments and continue testing with 
another endurance flight in December.  
 
The main reason the test quadcopter hasn’t returned to the skies is because Hayes selflessly put 
his business on hold when the novel coronavirus hit the United States in March to address the 
urgent needs of frontline health care workers – personal protective equipment (PPE). He worked 
with other TechPort entrepreneurs on masks, shields and gowns. He and Tommy Luginbill, 
TechPort Director, spearheaded the designing and building of a heat sanitation “hot box” to 
disinfect PPE, making it reusable.  (See May 2020 Signals story here) During the process, they 
formed a nonprofit, Southern Maryland Loves You, to engage community support for the 
project. 
 
“Obviously, Matt has been an incredible addition to our TechPort family,” says Luginbill. “We 
are so fortunate for all that he’s done for the community especially during the pandemic. We are 
dedicated to helping him in whatever ways we can to see Unmanned Propulsion Development 
take off and thrive.” 
 
Hayes, who grew up in nearby Deale, Maryland, has been working in aircraft propulsion since 
2006. One reason his hybrid gas and electric generator powered propulsion system differs so 
much from others in the field is because with his model the propulsion system needs to be built 
before the drone that will carry it.  
 
“Everyone builds the aircraft first and then the power propulsion,” Barkhimer says. “We believe 
we should build the power propulsion first and then the aircraft.” 
 
A local hospital drone company in Baltimore found this out the hard way. They were interested 
in Hayes’ propulsion system and wanted to put it on an existing commercial quadcopter. But the 
aircraft itself didn’t have the performance capability to fly more than one hour, Barkhimer says.  
 

http://www.unmannedpropdev.com/
https://www.somdinnovates.com/events/crab-pot-2020
https://u4r.cc9.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/FEATURE_ARTICLE_-052120.pdf
https://www.somdlovesyou.org/


Still the quest for longer flight times would enhance the ability of hospitals to perform services 
such as transporting blood samples in rural places to pathology labs miles away.  
 
“My long term strategy now is to move our system to onboard transitioning VTOL,” Hayes says. 
“I’m really looking forward to putting the technology to use where it was intended. My goal after 
this is multi-day flights on transitional VTOL aircraft.” 
 
Hayes was up late on a Sunday night working on the air movement calculations for it. 
 
 
 
Click here to return to the newsletter. 
 
 
 
 

  
Figure 1: UPD 2kW engine 

  
                    Figure 2: UPD Matt Hayes and drone 
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